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Dual $\lambda$ 探索の高速化手法を提案し、実験によって将棋の終盤における手法の有効性を示した。将棋では終盤でも合法手の数が減らないため、選択的に良い手を誘む必要があるが、終盤で重要な攻撃の姿などの要素は正確に評価することが難しい。計算機の脳将棋を解く能力は df-pn アルゴリズムに代表される技術の進歩により大きく進歩しているものの、トップレベルの将棋プログラムでは単純な駒の配置を終盤で見逃すことが殆どない。本論文では将棋の終盤で有効である dual $\lambda$ 探索を高速化する手法を二つ提案した。これら手法を実装し、Grihmergen の問題集から選んだ問題を解かせたところ、問題によっては探索時間を 10 倍程度に減らすことができ、手法の有効性を示すことができた。
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We propose some search enhancement methods for dual $\lambda$-search, and conducted experiments to show their effectiveness. Advances in Shogi endgames have been drastic with the introduction of df-pn algorithm in solving checkmate problems. However, even the top level Shogi programs still make simple mistakes in the endgame. In Shogi, the number of legal moves does not decrease toward the end of the game, thus generally, the combination of forward pruning techniques and heuristic evaluation function is used for endgame positions. Even the use of rules and fiction tuned for the endgame cannot avoid the pruning of moves leading to a winning position, overlooking of fatal moves by the opponent. Dual $\lambda$-search algorithm proposed by Soeda takes into account of threats by both players, and suits searching Shogi endgame. In this paper, we will propose search enhancement methods to improve the search efficiency of dual $\lambda$-search in Shogi endgames. We have implemented these enhancement to our Shogi endgame solver, and conducted experiments on problems chosen from the Grimbergen’s test set. For some problems, the enhancement allowed the solver to search up to 11 times faster than without the enhancement.

1. Introduction

The ability of computer programs to solve Shogi checkmate problems has advanced drastically, mainly due to the introduction of df-pn search algorithm. This has enabled computer programs to find a complicated winning sequence in Shogi endgame that even a top level Shogi player could easily miss. However, Shogi endgame in general is still considered to be a difficult problem for computers, and even the top level programs miss an easy winning move, and lose a game where it could have actually won.

To solve there problems, we have proposed a tactical search algorithm called dual $\lambda$-search. In our previous experiments, we have shown dual $\lambda$-search can handle Shogi endgame positions efficiently. However, in these experiments, we limited both the attack moves and the defense moves that were generated. For some problems, our program yielded incorrect results due to the forward pruning of defense moves.

In this paper, we show some enhancement to dual $\lambda$-search, and show that some Shogi endgame problems could be solved with dual $\lambda$-search without limiting the moves generated.

2. Related Work

Tactical searches are efficient because they limit their moves related to the specific goal they han-
dle and only search a part of the game tree. Thus, they are still effective in such games that global search does not work well. λ-search\(^9\), Generalized Threats Search\(^1\), iterative widening\(^2\) were applied to solve capture games or life-or-death problems in Go, and proof number search and df-pn search algorithm were applied to solve checkmate problems in Shogi\(^7\).

Simulation\(^5\) was first proposed to solve effectively positions with useless interposing piece drops in checkmate search, and is also shown to be effective in a solver for the game of Go\(^6\). Assume that position \(P\) is proved, and position \(Q\) is a similar position to \(P\). Simulation borrows moves from the proof tree of \(P\) and try to find a quick proof for \(Q\).

### 3. Dual Lambda Search

Dual \(\lambda\)-search is an algorithm for searching a binary valued game tree. It uses passes together with different orders of threat sequences, and it also takes into account threats by both players.

The basic idea of dual \(\lambda\)-search is to reduce the number of nodes read, by reading only moves where the attacker can keep giving threats to the defender, while the attacker does not get attack backed by a stronger threat by the defender.

To see if a player gives a threat to his opponent, we use passes. The strength of the threat could be represented by how many times the player must have his opponent to make before the player can win.

For example, if the player makes a check move which is not a checkmate, the player can win his opponent if the opponent makes a pass. We call this that the player is giving a threat level of one to his opponent.

To remove slow attacks, we use simulation together with the pass by the attacker. On attacker’s turn, we do a pass to see if the defender has a threat. If the attacker has a threat, we use the proof tree of the threat, and for each move by the attacker, try to simulate the proof tree. If the simulation succeeds, it means that move is a slow attack, and thus should not be read.

```c
/* For the attacker */
attack(Node node, level, p) {
  /* See the value for smaller level */
  if (level > 0) {
    if (node.not_calculated(level - 1, p))
      attack(node, level - 1, p);
    if (node.isSuccess(level - 1, p)) {
      node.setSuccess(level, p);
      return;
    }
  }
  child_nodes = generate_child(node);
  /* Try pass and see if the defender has a threat */
  node_pass = generate_child_after_pass(node);
  attack(node_pass, level - 1, opp(p));
  /* If under threat, use simulation to remove slow attacks */
  if (node_pass.isSuccess(level - 1, opp(p))) {
    for (i in child_nodes) {
      simulate(i, node_pass);
    }
  }
  for (i in child_nodes) {
    defense(i, level, p);
    if (i.isSuccess(level, p)) {
      node.setSuccess(level, p);
      return;
    }
  }
  //all moves unsuccessful
  node.setFail(level, p);
}
/* For the defender */
defense(node, level, p) {
  /* We first have to determine the value for smaller level */
  if (level > 0) {
    defense(node, level - 1, p);
    if (node.isSuccess(level - 1, p)) {
      node.setSuccess(level, p);
      return;
    }
  }
  //all moves unsuccessful
  node.setFail(level, p);
}
```

\(^5\) There are no passes in Shogi, and moves that does not resolve checks are illegal in Shogi.
4. Enhancements to Dual Lambda Search

We propose two enhancements to dual $\lambda$-search, and show their effectiveness with problems chosen from Grimbergen’s test set\(^3\). We propose two enhancements to dual $\lambda$-search; delay defense threat and propagate proof tree.

4.1 Delay Defense Threat

When the defender makes a threat move to the attacker, the attacker must reply to the threat before he can continue his attack. Most of the time, the threat by the defender is useless, and the attacker can defeat the defender when the defender runs out of threat moves.

Thus it is efficient to first ignore threats by the defender, and only read them after all other moves are proved. We call this delay defense threat (DDT) enhancement.

The pseudo code of this enhancements is as follows:

```java
/* For the defender */
defense(node, level, p) {
  child_nodes = generate_child(node);

  /* First try non-threat moves */
  for(i in child_nodes) {
    if (is_threat(node, level, i) continue;
    simulate(i, node_pass, p);
    if (i.isSuccess(level, p)) continue;
    attack(i, level, p);
  }

  /* Now try threat moves */
  for(i in child_nodes) {
    if (!is_threat(node, level, i) continue;
    simulate(i, node_pass, p);
    if (i.isSuccess(level, p)) continue;
    attack(i, level, p);
    if (i.isFail(level, p)) {
      node.setFail(level, p);
      return;
    }
  }
}
```

4.2 Propagate Proof Tree

Often a tree proving a threat is also valid for proving threats in its offspring. When trying to prove that the attacker has a threat against the defender, first try to prove it with a proof tree of its ancestor (figure 1). We call this propagate proof tree (PPT) enhancement.

4.3 Experimental Results

We have implemented these enhancements to our dual $\lambda$-search solver, and chose five problems from the Grimbergen’s test set.

Our solver uses df-pn algorithm as the driver for dual $\lambda$-search. Our solver generates all moves for defense, but selected moves for attack. These are check moves, moves that increases the mobility of Rooks and Bishops owned by the player, capture moves and moves that move pieces where, on the
next turn, can move to the 25 squares surrounding
the opponent King.

The problems chosen were problems 13, 36, 37, 55, 56. The reason these problems were chosen was
that they were relatively easy problems to solve.

For problems 37 and 55, the DDT shows great
improvement in the number of nodes visited, up to
11 times for problem 55. For problems 13, 36 and
56, the enhancements does not show significant dif-
ference in results.

5. Conclusion

We proposed two enhancements to dual $\lambda$-search,
and conducted experiments for their effectiveness in
Shogi endgames. The DDT improved performance
of the solver for some problems up to 11 times in
the number of nodes explored, but the PPT varied
in results, with very little influence.
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